
Bass Week Feedback up to 5 October 2013 

Substantial discounts are made available for early bookings, did you pre-book, 
take advantage of the discount?

 

Was sufficient information available prior to the event?

 

When you arrived on site did you receive sufficient information on the event?

 

Were the reception cabin opening times adequate?

 



General comments/suggestions on booking/reception
All answers for this question 

1) After 1st weekend use committee room

6) Online booking was straight forward. First sailing event I've known where online booking is 
possible, great!

12) All good, appreciated being located near friends

14) As uusual very friendly & informative welcome on arriving.

15) We did not receive the invitation as in other years but knew where to go to get information.

23) Smooth as usual

25) Very friendly and helpful 

29) Greeted by volunteers as we entered the site - incredibly friendly and welcoming. Sorted us out 
a new pitch as ours had been pinched by some on else . great service!

31) Course map on the website would have allowed first timers to get familiar with the water before 
arriving.

35) Friendly, helpful and available

49) camping / parking not marked out sufficiently

50) The Streaker Inlands was an extra event which was not included in your publicity

How long did you stay on site?

 

Where did you stay?

 



Where did you camp?

 

Was there adequate parking this year?

 

Were you unduly disturbed by noise from adjacent campers?

 

Were you unduly disturbed by noise from the evening entertainment?

 

General comments/suggestions on camping/caravanning at the regatta.
All answers for this question 

2) Drainage was a problem at the bottom of the back field after only moderate rainfall - could some 
more permanent soakaways be put in place before campers pitch their tents



6) Plenty of space. Shame it rained loads again!

9) The Flying Dutchman National Championships were held over 5 days (3rd - 7th August) 

12) First time in a campervan and it was great 

14) Really good this year as usual & the ongoing drainage work did it's job & I understand further 
work is continuing which is obviously a good thing.

15) Off site visitors often parked poorly

23) Re "camping" , we only actually slept on site on the first Friday as we had flat at Parkergate too. 
Tent very useful for daytime, keeping sailing gear in and changing in etc.

25) none, all was fine

28) We stayed off-site, so can't comment on this

34) I didn't camp

41) Significant noise from the road in Dubwath field!!

43) The car park in the extra field was excellent. Please do it again. My wife has always been 
unhappy about squeezing her car in when there has been no extra parking, so she was very happy 
this time.

44) We camped by the lake on the site (is that middle field??)

47) I believe that the areas prone to flooding from downpour or the lake level rising should be taped 
off to prevent camping in those areas, unless the weather forcast is very favourable and those 
camping in the high risk areas are aware that they may need to move. 

Were the outside sinks adequate for your needs?

 

Do you think there was enough WC’s on site?

 



Were you happy with the levels of cleanliness of the clubhouse and grounds?

 

General comments/suggestions on site services
All answers for this question 

1) Tarmac nice improvement

6) More than ample, clean grounds etc

12) Good job, used chemical waste for first time. 

14) Great job done by the club volunteers to keep everything shipshape! & always cheerful! 

15) Your team worked hard to keep it clean and tidy and this is appreciated.

18) Didn't camp

20) all black bin bags should be directed to the skips. not left behind club house

23) Pity some visitors do not cooperate!

25) middle field toilets could do with emptying on weekends

34) Toilets are still busy at peak periods despite improvement

50) Everything was clean & well organised

How much sailing did you do?

 

General comments/suggestions on sailing
All answers for this question 

1) 2min start sequence worked well

2) Would have enjoyed more variety in the courses. Could more of the lake be used for races other 
than just the long distance race.

9) The Flying Dutchman National Championships were held over 5 days (3rd - 7th August)

12) Again good it was mainly the wind which put me off but that is outside your control, I think!



13) Steaker inlands

14) Being a bit thick the finishing arrangements sometimes caused me a few problems.

17) Juniors were keen to race and did where they could by borrowing Mirrors (which have a start 
and because they could not sail their own class) but are you sure you cannot accommodate a Tera 
and Optimist start (maybe combined with the Mirrors or those few Toppers)? The level of racing of 
Optimist and Tera sailors could be a real asset to Bass week.

22) How about some windward/leeward courses for the asymetrics?

23) Now we only race when the wind is not too strong. Stll enjoy it. 

25) none, well organised 

28) Two minutes gap between starts means that fleets tend to bunch up a lot more round the first 
few marks. It was better when it used to be 3 minutes between starts.

33) Fd nationals only 

34) Race officers need to be aware of mixed abilities and speeds of boats on the water and set 
courses which minimise potentially dangerous high speed cross overs - especially when asymmetric 
boats with limited visibility behind genacer are reaching.

47) I felt that there were too many races where the first mark was a Starboard rounding. In the Laser 
Fleet this led to the normal problem of port/starboard clash as leading boats are cought on starboard 
as they tack onto port to go around the buoy. This was not helped by too many boats approaching 
the buoy on Port. 

Were you happy with the coaching provided this year?

 

General comments/suggestions on coaching
All answers for this question 

15) I think this is a good facility

23) Some of the youngsters should be encouraged to race in main fleet boats. Just how can that b 
done?? NOT suggesing you have a Tera fleet race start though. 

29) I have a competent but inconfident sailor and I didn't feel she was particularly encouraged to 
persevere and join in. Whenever she had a wobble she was allowed (or advised) to return to shore. 

47) Although Lulham Robinsons couse seemed to cover much of the RYA Start Racing sylabus this 
was not the full Start Racing Course. He has been asked to consider provng the full course next 
year, which would lead to a RYA Certificate at the end of the week. The above questions suggest 
that there was a beginners group (RYA Stage 1/2) and Intermediate Group (RYA Stage 3/4) In fact 
the second group was Start Racing. There was no course for Stage 2/3. This may be provided next 
year, subject to boat availability. 



Do you think there was enough children's entertainment?

 

Do you think there was enough evening entertainment?

 

Were you happy with the start and finish times for the entertainment?

 

Were you happy with the bar opening and closure times? 

 



Were you happy with the choices served at the bar?

 

Do you have any ideas for alternative entertainment?
All answers for this question 

6) Sailing discussion/talk

10) The children's entertainment was fine, there needs to be more for teenagers to do!!! The film 
night was hopeless this year!! The rest was fab!!!! Could use sun shades (when the wind allows!!)

12) Liked the live music

14) More bands they always go down well!

23) Children seem to have an extrodinary amount of entertainment provided. Bar was adequate for 
our use and always friendly, competent and efficient.

24) Perhaps next year find an alternative idea to the car treasure hunt as only 5 cars entered and it 
was too early a startfor most people. However any late and it gets too dark.

33) Draught cider please 

34) I did not take advantage of the entertainment

38) It was all fab as usual but would have liked a couple more kids disco's

41) Entertainment, apart from first evening reception, did not appeal in the slightest; in fact the 
entertainment made the bar inaccessible! I hope it appealed to someone??

43) Didn't use the bar in the evenings much

47) I believe that the film night should be deleted. Nobody seemed to be watching either the kids or 
adult film. 

Do you think that the cost of the week represents good value for money?

 



Did you have cause for complaint this year?

 

Will you be returning to a future Bass Week?

 

Any other comments/suggestions that may be useful to the organisers for future 
events
All answers for this question 

3) Catering facilities were quite expensive

9) It would have been nice if evening meals were available at the club. We had to go off site every 
night to find somewhere to eat.

10) This week is the most amazing family holiday & any gripes really are trivial, we love Bass & I 
think my son would leave home if we said we weren't going!!! The sailing this year was fantastic, 
organised well; please say thank you to your new team & tell them what a great job they all did!

11) The on site food is far too expensive. The tea and coffee should be very cheap. Over the week, 
£1 for a cup of tea adds up. Even more so when compared to the price of the bar. The profit margin 
is massive. Tea bags are under 2p. 30p would be a more reasonable price. or Provide a urn with 
boiling water. If the current caterers don't like it then get someone else to quote. 

12) Just a big thanks for another great week.

13) 

14) Will be back next year, we prefer Bass week to our annual summer holidays abroad! Keep up 
the amazing work. Best wishes to you all & many thanks for another great Bass Week. Fairly new 
to sailing but next year will be our 5th in a row & we wouldn't miss it for anything. Cheers! 

15) The Bass Team were again on the ball with regard to the flooding although the site was much 
improved and the problem did not seem as bad as 2012. Thanks for a great week I think 2014 will 
be our 30th visit.

23) Unfortunately there are still some visitors who do not sail nor have any intention of sailing but 
take up space and put pressure on the facilities. Not sure how you can deal with these folk. I could 
give you names of at least 3 "units" , curious to know if 2 actually paid camping fees. Keeping 



strictly to your criteria would help plus emphasising to certain others that your criteria stand and are 
not going to change. I am sure Lezli-Ann knows to whom we are referring. 

25) Galley food cost, i think you want to go out to tender for 2014, food and drink to over priced. 
used them once at the event and found it to costly. i'm sure that there are businesses in Cockermouth 
that would be more competitive and grateful for the business. 

26) The only area which caused me problems was when launching. As normal, it seemed that 
everybody tried to go out at the same time, but the clever people put their boat on the slip way, 
which actually only slowed the process down. This little problem could be eased if volunteers could 
be at hand to retrieve launch trollies as the boats go out. The obvious problem with this, is finding 
your trolly when you come back in, but that's generally not so busy ( specially if your last back ,,,!) 
Cheers

28) We always enjoy Bass week. The additional car parking in the far field is very necessary.

31) As a first timer, picking the course up on the water caused some anxiety! The sooner it's up the 
better. Keeping the slipways moving is also a challenge several times boats were left in very 
inconvenient places holding loads of people up. Not the fault of anyone at Bass though. Overall 
everything was really well run on and off the water - brilliant really.

38) I think the 2 minute intervals between starts was much better than the 3 minute intervals and 
seemed to work really well. Thanks to everyone for a fantastic Bass week.

41) Having been two years in a row the novelty is fading, so will give Bass a break and look to 
refresh in 2015??

43) The lunches were very expensive

44) Even though I'm happy with the overall cost of the week, camping with 2 small tents for 2 
people (they're that small we need one for sleeping, one for extra storage), plus a gazebo (which we 
pitch in a potential/real flood zone) is expensive in comparison with the really huge tents that some 
people bring. Again, as last year, great work in dealing with the high water issues. Thank you very 
much for a brilliant week.

46) as we where not affected but several of our friends where. so we still feel the drainage needs 
resolving in the camping fields. we feel this will greatly effect returning campers if not sorted 

47) I recommend that the club purchases some sets of aluminium all weather garder furniture to put 
on the wooden verandah. The lack of furniture here means that it is not used, except for the RNLI 
stall. The ouside tap on the sink that kept coming unscrewed needs to be fixed before next year. 

48) Thanks for a good week, and particularly thanks for posting my wife's diary that she left in the 
clubhouse. We really appreciate what Bass members do for us during this week.

50) Try to include the additional sailing events & allow for selection in Entries eg Streaker Inlands 
Allow Campervans for Saturday night at weekend in the other field 


